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Foreword

This bulletin, "The Marketing of Oregon Livestock," is
directed to livestock producers, feeders, and marketing agencies.
As the author points out in his introduction, his objective is
to present factual information about our present marketing
methods, as well as to point the way for possible improvements.

The author, E. L. Potter, during his forty-three years of
service at Oregon State College, has acquired a background of
experience that qualifies him particularly well for this study
His undergraduate training was in animal husbandry, and from
1913 to 1933 he was head of our Department of Animal Hus-
bandry. In 1933, after spending two years at Stanford Uni-
versity ingraduate study in economics, he became head of the
newly established Division of Agricultural Economics where
he served our institution until his recent retirement.

"The Marketing of Oregon Livestock" contains data from
Professor Potter's research as well as his own judgments and
observations based on his long experience and close association
with the livestock producing and marketing industries.

The bulletin, in addition to covering the marketing of beef
cattle, swine, and sheep, contains considerable information ap-
plicable to the general field of livestock marketing.

Dean and Director



The Marketing of
Oregon Livestock

By
E. L. POTTER*

The purposes of this bulletin are to show how, where, and when
Oregon livestock are marketed, to show how growers can make better
use of present marketing facilities, and to offer suggestions for mar-
keting improvements.

Although more data have been collected than can be published,
they all helped in the forming of judgments. In addition to studies
made specifically for use in this publication, the writer has not hesi-
tated to draw on the experience of more than forty years and perhaps
has ventured judgments where others might have been more cautious.

It appears that substantial improvement can be made in the
marketing of Oregon livestock and in the adjustment of production
and marketing to existing conditions, provided growers are willing
to give more time and study to the marketing of their livestock.

The marketing machinery is not perfect and price reports are
particularly scanty, but the =major losses to producers do not come
through faults in the machinery, but rather in the producer's failure
to make full use of the machinery at hand.

l'v1arkeing of Oregon Caftie and Calves
Marketing of cattle and calves in Oregon is discussed under

five classifications: (1) number marketed in relation to our needs
in the state, (2) destination of Oregon cattle, (3) movement by sea-
Sons of the year, (4) market news, (5) major marketing problems.

Table 1 compares the annual number marketed in the state with
the annual slaughter. Calves are included with the cattle unless
otherwise indicated.

The "total marketed" in Table I includes the cattle produced,
less deaths, together with cattle bought by Oregon producers from
outside the state. The "total marketed" also allows for changes in
inventories. In 1948, 1949, and 1950, when cattle numbers were
increasing, fewer head were sold than were produced, while from

Former head, Department of Animal Husbandry; In Charge, Division of Agricultural
Economics (1933.1950). The author acknowledges the assistance of Dr. C. 'vV. Vroman
for bringing together Certain of the data contained in tables used in the hutletin.
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Table 1. OREGON CATTLE MARKETING AND SLAUGHTER
Data in thousands of head

1944 to 1947, when numbers were decreasing, production exceeded
sales.

The figures given for "total marketed" are estimates of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

The estimates for slaughter are based on slaughter reports. The
data from slaughter plants operating under the Federal Meat Inspec-
tion Service should be correct. Data from state or city inspected
plants probably are incomplete. Allowances are made for incom-
pleteness but such allowance cannot be exact. The data for farm
slaughter are based on census figures and could be highly inaccurate.
The figures for the total slaughter of the state, like the figures for
"total marketed," should be well within 10 per cent of the actual
numbers and therefore satisfactory for present purposes.

The figures showing the number marketed in excess of the Ore-
gon slaughter might be taken as representing the number shipped out
of the state. Actually, however, buyers pay little attention to state
lines. Cattle are brought in from other states and this means that
more Oregon cattle must go outside.

While this situation seems somewhat confusing, certain im-
portant points stand out clearly. First, if all the cattle and calves
killed in Portland came from Oregon, the total would account for
only 30 per cent of our marketings. Second, the "country" (outside
of Portland) slaughter, including farm slaughter, is more than that of

Slaughter 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

Total marketed for
slaughter or shipped
out of state
(does not include
repeat sales) 434 455 349 440 442 471 446

Estinuz ted Oregns
slaughter

Slaughtered on
farms 29 30 31 35 43 45 47

Slaughtered in
Portland area 135 150 331 164 121 124 125

Other Oregon
slaughter 138 130 119 142 175 182 12

Total Oregon
slaughter 302 316 281 340 339 30 32

Number marketed in
excess of Oregon
slaughter 132 139 68 100 103 121 121
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Portland. Third, Oregon produces substantially more cattle each
year than are slaughtered within the state, thus giving a surplus to
send to other areas.

Where Oregon cattle go
Table 2 shows the market destination of Oregon cattle. The

table gives a satisfactory picture of the marketing pattern, but is not
statistically perfect. The first two items are accurate. The data
from Washington to known markets are as labeled. The data for
Oregon slaughter, other than through Portland, are the total esti-
mated commercial kill of the state, less the numbers that reach the
Portland stockyards. The figures, especially for 1949 and 1950,
include some cattle from outside of Oregon, but the exact number
is not known. The data for those slaughtered on farms are official
estimates, but were made under great difficulties. The data for Idaho
and east are the writer's estimates made from partial data and are not
official.

Table 2. i\'IOVEMENT OF OREGON CATTLE AND CALVES TO SLAUGHTER
OR OUT OF STATE

Data in thousands of head

The data show that Oregon cattle producers have three main
outlets: (1) Portland stockyards, (2) direct to Oregon killers,
(3) California. These three outlets are about equal in number of
cattle received, taking about 85 per cent of the state's total. About
9 per cent are killed on farms and about 5 per cent go east. A few
go to scattered destinations.

While data on eastern shipments are incomplete, it is known that
the movement is only a small part of the total. In spite of the in-

Movement 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

Portland Union
tockyards less
eders returned 120 115 91 121 104 123 135
California other

rnn through Port-
nd
known Washing-

152 135 79 97 96 102 108

)fl points other than
rough Portland 3 4 5 8 8 7 3
Oregon killers
ther than through
ortland 129 137 116 129 159 151 129
Lightered on farms 29 30 31 35 43 45 47
ho and East 20 35 25 20 20 20 25

al of above 462 456 347 410 430 448 447
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creasing population of the Pacific coast states, this movement con-
tinues. It is assumed that it is much less than it was 30 years ago,
but there is no evidence that it has changed to any large extent since
1941. Feeder cattle make up the bulk of the eastern shipments.

The kind of cattle that go to these various outlets is known only
in a general way. It is known that California buyers operate pri-
manly in the range area of Oregon. Most of the cattle bought are
of beef breeds. Four to five thousand dairy cows are taken each
year.

Of the cattle shipped from Oregon into California in 1947 to
1950, 80 per cent were classified by the California State Department
of Agriculture as "stockers and feeders." This is a little high, since
it includes all cattle not consigned directly to California killers. In
many, cases the feeders and those fat enough for slaughter are not
separated until they reach some California destination. Then the fats
will be sorted out and sent to the killers; the remainder will be put
in feed lots or pastures. These fats will then appear in the California
slaughter records as California cattle.

It appears, therefore, that of the beef-bred cattle shipped into
California about three fourths go into feed lots and pastures and
the other one fourth to the killers, either immediately or as soon as
sorted. In recent years the stockers have included many weaner
calves as well as older cattle.

The Oregon killers outside of Portland generally do not demand
as many good steers and cows as do Portland killers; likewise, they
use more cattle of dairy breeding. On the other hand "cutters and
canners" go mostly to the large killers who are equipped to bone
them out and use the meat for hamburger, sausage, or other special
products. However, the difference between the kind of cattle de-
manded by country and Portland slaughterers is becoming less each
year, and the demand for better grades of beef is increasing slowly
but steadily throughout the state. Killers in western Oregon report
a shortage of steers, cows, and heifers of beef breeding that, will
grade "good" or "choice," according to government standards. The
supply of "prime" (U. S. grade) cattle is also limited, but so is the
outlet.

The supply of canner, cutter, and common cattle (U. S. grades)
is greater than is wanted. This excess supply is sold through the
combined force of relatively low prices and the lack of enough better
cattle to meet the demand. Most of the low grade cattle are of dairy
breeding, including not only worn out dairy cows, but young dairy
stock which has not been sufficiently fed. Cattle of beef breeding,
except for very old cows, rarely grade as low or common.
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Seasonality of Oregon cattle marketing
Marketing of cattle in Oregon is highly seasonal. Slaughter is

fairly steady month by month, although slightly heavier in the fall,
but marketings in fall months are large. They are not only much
larger than during other seasons, but are much larger than the
slaughter so that large numbers must be shipped to other states.

Oregon has few surplus cattle from February to June, western
Oregon slaughterers reporting that there is often a shortage rather
than a surplus. This is because many Oregon cattle go to western
Washington, which is short at the same time, thus forcing Oregon
killers to use Idaho or other out-of-state cattle.

Oregon's surplus is in feeders. The state is often short of
grain-fed cattle and may bring them in from as far away as Denver.

Oregon is a grass country and cattlemen in the state like to
market their stock off of grass unless there is a strong reason for
doing differently. They like to market cows after the calves are
weaned in the fall and will not hold them through the winter unless
quite sure of getting a better price. There are two reasons for this
situation. First, Oregon slaughterers can get out-of-state cattle if
they run short during spring months. Second, California wants
Oregon cattle during late summer and fall months.

Table 3. MONTHLY MOVEMENTS OF OREGON CATTLE AND CALVES
Data in thousaods of head

Monthly averages for 1946-1950 inclusive

a Exclusive of farm slaughter for which no monthly data are available.
All cattle and calves arriving at the Portland ITnion Stockyards regardless of whether

salable, direct, or through.
Cattle and calves delivered from the Portland market to slaughterers in the Portland

area.

Month

Oregon
slaughter

less
Portland

slaughter*

Oregon
cattle to

California

Portland
receipts

from
Oregont

Portland
receipts

from other
states

Portland
slaughtert

fanuary 13 9 10 7 12
February 12 5 7 6 9
March 13 5 7 9 11
April 13 3 6 8 10
May 11 1 7 8 9
June 13 2 9 6 9
July 14 3 12 5 11
August 14 6 13 6 13
September 14 16 13 6 12
October 14 24 13 7 12
November 12 25 11 6 11
December 11 17 10 6 11

Total for year 152 115 117 79 130
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Table 3 shows the monthly movement of cattle to (1) Oregon
slaughterers outside of Portland, (2) California, and (3) Portland.
For comparison, the Portland slaughter and the movement from
other states to Portland is also shown. In this connection it should
be remembered that the Portland market supplies not only the Port-
land slaughterers, but also a large number outside Portland, especially
in western Washington.

Tables show both slaughter cattle and feeders and stockers. It
is noted elsewhere that approximately three-fourths of the Oregon
shipments to California are stockers and feeders, while only 10 per
cent of the cattle and calves going to Portland are sold as feeders
or stockers.

The California market is of great importance to Oregon pro-
ducers because it is open in the fall when they have the largest sur-
plus, and takes stockers and feeders that cannot be used in Oregon.
Some of these cattle go into dry lots for immediate finishing, but
thousands go on pasture. California pastures are, in general, fair
in winter, excellent in early spring, and poor in midsummer. Pas-
ture operators, therefore, like to put in young cattle in the fall and
sell them fat off grass the following spring or early summer, well
before Oregon grass cattle are ready.

The California deficit in cattle is many times larger than the
Oregon surplus. The California state department of agriculture re-
por'ts that in 1950 California shipped in from other states 1,389,425
cattle anti calves. These were from the following states : Arizona,
226,386; Colorado, 56,739; Idaho, 132,296; Illinois, 133; Iowa, 3,059;
Kansas, 29,876; Minnesota, 974; Missouri, 1,514; Montana, 155,471;
Nebraska, 8,746; Nevada, 139,463; New Mexico, 72,812; North
Dakota, 3,903; Oklahoma, 16,304; Oregon, 155,251; Texas, 207,378;
South Dakota, 957; Utah, 118,920; Washington, 15,036; Wyoming,
33,746; miscellaneous, 6,873; Canada, 3,518.

Two-thirds of these cattle came into California during the four
months of September, October, November, and December. Of the
total movement into California, Oregon normally supplies about 10
per cent.

Oregon markets are especially short of good and choice cattle
(graded according to U. S. standards) in winter and spring months.
Cows and heifers of beef breeds are included in addition to steers.
As a result, better grade cattle from Colorado and even further east
are brought in during winter and spring for slaughter. Also, there
is some movement of good dressed beef from Denver.

It seems likely that the Northwest will have to increase gradually
its winter cattle feeding operations. This increase may be in the
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Table 4. SHIPMENTS OF CATTLE INTO CAUFORNIA
Data in thousands of head

irrigated sections Of central Washington and southern Idaho, as well
as in Oregon.

There is a slowly increasing demand for better beef at all times
of the year. This is noticeable not only in the demand for top steers
but in the demand for intermediate grades. More and more small
markets that once handled only dairy beef are now demanding "com-
mercial" and even "choice" beef. In the meantime, more of the
dairy beef is going into hamburger and sausage.

Oregon has improved the quality of its beef in recent years.
This has been due to better pasture management, better winter feed-
ing, better breeding in beef herds, and more cattle of beef breeding
as compared to the number of cattle of dairy breeding. Thirty-one
per cent of the cattle in Oregon were milk cows in 1931 ; in 1951,
the figure was 21 per cent.

Market channels
It has been noted that about 30 per cent of Oregon-produced

cattle go to Portland. Nearly all of these go through the Portland
Union stockyards.

One-fourth of the cattle going through the Portland stockyards
have been bought in the country either by speculators or killers. If
bought by speculators they will be resold in Portland. If bought by
killers nearly all will be unloaded at the Portland stockyards and ap-
pear on the stockyard records as "directs" or "thi-oughs." The latter
term, of course, will apply only to cattle bought by killers outside
Portland and stopped there for feed and water. The remaining
three-fourths are shipped to Portland by the producers and sold on
the stockyards market in the usual manner. These proportions apply
to all cattle coming to Portland. The proportion of Oregon cattle
shipped direct by the producers is slightly higher than for cattle
from more distant states, but exact figures for Oregon have not been
compiled.

Year All kinds
For immedi-
ate slaughter Year All kinds

For immedi-
ate slaughter

1950 1,389 436 1944 1,062 572
1949 1,051 434 1943 780 385
1948 1,173 481 1942 434 446
1947 1,301 549 1941 827 383
1946 1,296 663 1940 858 322
1945 1442 682 1939 713 240
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Portland killers in the Kenton area get 10 to 15 thousand cattle
each year delivered to their plants directly by truck and not passing
through the stockyards. The proportion of these that come from
Oregon is not known; however, the number is small as compared to
that going through the stockyards.

Oregon cattle sent to California are nearly all bought on the
producers' ranches either by speculators or by California killers.
The large California killers maintain buyers on full-time, part-time,
or commission basis throughout southeastern Oregon, at least during
the buying season. Thes buyers also purchase at the large auctions,
such as those at Klamath Falls, Ontario, and Caldwell, Idaho. how-
ever, many of the range cattle sold in these auctions are not con-
signed by producers but are bought by speculators of the auction
management and then resold through the auction. Comparing the
total movement into California with the total sold at these auctions,
it appears that California buyers in Oregon get around 10 to 15 per
cent of their cattle through auctions.

Occasionally cattle are shipped by the producer to the South
San Francisco stockyards or to the Stockton stockyards, but the
number is very small. The South San Francisco stockyards reported
receiving 1,899 cattle and calves from Oregon in 1950. The Stock-
ton stockyards received 3,981.

The South San Francisco market is not well located to handle
Oregon cattle, and it is especially bad for stockers and feeders since
most of those coming from Oregon go into pastures and feed lots
north of San Francisco. All of the stockyard markets in California
were established in recent years, but the larger killers already had
established their country-buying programs. Oregon producers look-
ing to the California outlet, therefore, must depend primarily upon
country buyers and only secondly upon auctions.

The great bulk of the Oregon cattle going to California move
from Klamath, Lake, Harney, and Maiheur counties. There is some
movement from the northern half of eastern Oregon when California
prices are unusually high compared to those of Portland. California
buyers naturally wish to buy where transportation costs are most
favorable to them.

Freight rates are therefore important in determining whether
cattle will go to California or Portland. The more important freight
rates are shown in Table 13.

A new and interesting feature of the California trade is found
in the operation of the Idaho Meat Packers of CaIdwell, Idaho. This
firm ships most of its meat by truck to San Francisco and Portland
for distribution by its affiliate, the Del Monte Meat Company. The
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claim is made that it is cheaper to ship the meat than to ship the live
animals. This firm is an important buyer in southern Idaho and in
the eastern edge of Oregon. Its operation represents a new phase
of marketing in that the animals are killed near the point of produc-
tion rather than at the point of consumption.

It has been noted that one of three major outlets for Oregon
cattle is direct to " country killers" in the state, outside of Portland.
These killers are especially important in western Oregon ; however,
they cannot be overlooked in eastern Oregon, particularly by the small
producer in such places as Baker, La Grande, and Klamath Falls,
and Walla Walla and Kennewick in Washington.

These country killers not only buy directly from producers, but
also get large numbers in Portland ; in fact, from 15 to 20 per cent of
their supply is from Portland. It may appear unreasonable for
cattle to be shipped to Portland and then back to the country. This
return movement, however, is mostly of beef type animals from
eastern Oregon or southern Idaho sold to western Oregon killers not
having enough of that kind of cattle in theor own localities. The larg-
er country killers in western Oregon also buy many cattle direct in
"choice." And they also buy a few cattle from other states, such as
Idaho and Montana.

Most of the local cattle used by country killers in Oregon are
bought directly from the producei-. When there are large lots the
killer will go to the farm and negotiate. Small lots and individual ani-
mals are commonly brought to the plant by the producer.

Killers encourage producers to bring animals to the plant. This
might seem to put the producer at a disadvantage, but the method
saves buying expense, transportation costs, and shrinkage. The
saving may amount to as much as $1 per hundred pounds when
are eager to get the animals they can pay more than producers can
campared with auction or public stockyard marketing. If the killers
get elsewhere and still save themselves some expense. Sometimes,.
however, local killers find it impossible to take all the livestock
offered, especially of the cutter and commercial varieties of cows.

Of course no killer can get much livestock to his plant unless he
establishes a reputation for fair dealing. In these days of good roads
and fast trucks, the grower often has several killers nearby, and if
none of these is satisfactory he can go to Portland. However, many
producers are so in the habit of selling at home or to certain buyers
that they never seem to think of going elsewhere, even though they
might get more money.

These country killers make limited use of western Oregon
auctions because relatively few killing cattle are sold there.
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Many small producers attend the auctions to learn about prices
but sell direct to the local killer, and thus avoid paying the auction
selling commission. Most of the cattle sold in western Oregon auc-
tions are milk cows, young dairy stock, stockers and feeders that go
back to the farms rather than to killers. Of course, there are always
some cattle that go to killers. If many are consigned the auction
management may call some local killer, asking that a buyer be sent.
When competition is light speculators often buy and resell to local
killers or ship to Portland. On the other hand, the half dozen larger
eastern Oregon auctions do business on a much more extensive scale
and usually have enough slaughter cattle to attract not only local
killers but also those from Seattle, Portland, and California.

Portland killers do some direct cattle buying in the country,
either by sending out their own representative or through some local
buyer in whom they have confidence. Portland buyers are seldom
interested in getting less than carload lots. The willingness of Port-
land buyers to go to the country is usually dependent on the market
outlook. They go out when they think prices will rise and stay in
Portland when they anticipate a drop.

The policies of the Portland buyers toward country buying have,
therefore, been quite different from those of the leading California
buyers. The latter know they must buy practically all their cattle
in the country and are organized to do this all year. Since many
Oregon producers prefer to sell at home, Portland buyers sometimes
are forced to go to the country in areas where California buyers are
most active.

Market news
For market news cattlemen of Oregon depend largely on the

reports originating with the Federal Market News Service or with
stockyards commission men. The Pol-tiand market is the only Oregon
attle market that has been reported regularly.

As this is written, Oregon State College is making a test of local
auction market reporting using Ontario and Corvallis as samples.
In addition, the colege regularly prepares summaries of federal mar-
ket news reports for broadcast each noon over KOAC. Once each
week market highlights of special significance for Oregon cattlemen
are summarized in the weekly cattle and hog market review issued
by the Extension Service.

Official market news reports are prepared on the basis of grades
that are supposed to be the same throughout the United States. Not
all newspapers and radios quote the price by grades which is un-
fortunate.
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The most misleading thing that the grower can follow are "top"
prices, either in Portland or elsewhere. The bulk of our cattle do
not sell for top prices. The kind of cattle that top the market in
Portland may be very different from one week to the next. Some-
times buyers are willing to pay a premium for extra quality. At
other times they insist on averaging the best in with poorer cattle so
that the "top" does not look so high. Then again, the best, the
medium, and the poorer cattle may go into different channels, and
the spread between kinds may vary from time to time.

"Top" prices are particularly misleading when we compare one
market with another, such as Chicago with Portland.

Few growers try to learn the Federal grades, yet it must be done
if they are to understand market reports. V7hile not perfect, the Fed-
eral Market News reports of cattle prices and grades are the best we
have, and if studied carefully, give us a much better idea of Portland
cattle prices than can possible be had without them. The Market
News Service in Portland in 1950 reported prices on 142,000 cattle
and calves, which is not a bad sample of the Portland market. Un-
fortunately, we have practically no published reports of prices of
cattle sold to local dealers or to California, and these prices may be
different from Portland prices.

It is claimed by many good market men that the average cattle
producer never can spend enough time studying markets to be able
to price his cattle properly and that he must, therefore, depend on
the advice of commission men who make the study of market prices
their life work. There can be little question that the services of a
good commissior man are well worth the costs wherever such ser-
vices are available. Unfortunately, the only place where such service
is regularly available is on the Portland market.

In Oregon we have seen that 70 per cent of our cattle do not
and cannot go to Portland or to any public market where the services
of a commission firm are available. In the selling of this 70 per cent
of our cattle, therefore, the grower is entirely "on his own" and for
the most part is dealing with buyers whose knowledge of prices and
of actual conditions of supply and demand is far better than his own.
Attendance at one of the better auctions is a good source of price
iii formation.

Cattle marketing problems
The big problem of the Oregon cattle producer is to know

what his cattle are worth. The fact that the grower is handicapped
by lack of information in selling his cattle outside of the public mar-
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kets is all the more reason why he should get every bit of information
possible and that from every possible source.

For cattle that belong in Portland, the question is not so difficult.
Any grower who studies his Portland market quotations carefully
and makes a few trips to Portland should be able to get a fair idea
of the value of his animals on that market. Furthermore, it is not
necessary to depend entirely on himself. His commission man is
always willing to help out and if any number of cattle are to be mar-
keted the commission man will be glad to visit the farm and to advise
not only as to prices but also as to when to market. Market condi-
tions change frequently and radically. Changing time of marketing
a week or two may make a great difference in the price. The com-
mission man who knows just what the grower has and can name the
time of shipping, can often "fit them in" to some favorable situation
at a much better price than would have been possible otherwise. It
has been noted, however, that only about 30 per cent of our cattle go
to Portland. Since the Portland market is within easy reach of the
entire state, it can be assumed that the 70 per cent of our cattle that
do not go to Portland bring a price that the grower believes to be
equal to or better than he would have netted if he had shipped them
to Portland. If this is not true, the grower is not receiving full
value. But how does he know or does he know?

The problem of selling to local killers can be noted first. Where
there is a local surplus moving regularly to Portland, we may rea-
sonably expect local buyers to pay Portland prices, less the freight.
There would be no reason for the buyers to pay more than this or
for the producers to take less. Sometimes, however, there is a local
shortage. Western Oregon is commonly short of good and choice
(U. S. grade) cattle, including steers, cows, and heifers. In that
case the local buyers must go to Portland, eastern Oregon, or even
to Idaho and Montana to buy cattle to meet their needs. Then the
question of what local cattle of a good grade are worth becomes im-
portant. Local buyers usually like to buy local cattle for Portland
prices, less freight, even though they have to pay higher prices for
outside cattle at the same time. If the grower knows that such a
situation exists, he may be able to get a price equivalent to the cost
of outside cattle, provided, of course, he knows about what this cost
is and refuses to sell for less.

It is very easy, however, for the grower to misunderstand the
situation. Local Oregon killers are rarely short of all kinds of cattle
all the time. Common cattle of dairy breeding are nearly always
available to western Oregon killers. If the local grower has cattle of
beef breeding, that grade good or choice, he can often do a little bar-
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gaining. On the other hand, there will not be much use in arguing
the price of dairy cows. In the case of dairy cows, it is usually fairly
safe to load them up and ship to Portland.

The grower not only likes to know when the local killers are
short, but it is equally helpful to know when the local market is over-
supplied. Growers sometimes insist that their local killer take their
cattle even though he is oversupplied and cannot possibly pay what
the cattle are really worth. His problem is what to do with more
cattle than he can kill.

All of this requires a better knowledge of local conditions than
the grower is likely to have. Yet it may mean real dollars to him to
have this knowledge.

Under conditions such as the above, a local auction may be very
useful if large enough to attract the local killers. Only about one-
third of the auctions in Oregon would meet these requirements. If
the auctions continue to grow their usefulness will be increased.

The results of the first year's test of the auction market report-
ing at Ontario and Corvallis have been very satisfactory. Stockmen
might well make an effort to have such reporting established on a con-
tinuing basis as it is in Portland. Auctions other than Ontario and
Corvallis would need to be included.

The second problem is in pricing Oregon cattle to California
buyers. Should the grower take any offer that is better than Port-
land, or is he justified in demanding more? He may plan on taking
the best California offer but this may not mean much if there are
only one or two buyers in sight and no assurance as to whether
these buyers are working separately or in collusion.

The best available published guides to California cattle prices
over a period of years are the market quotations from San Francisco
put out by the Federal Market News Service. These are often pub-
lished in the leading Oregon newspapers. Unfortunately, the number
of Oregon cattle sold in San Francisco is not always large enough to
furnish a true picture of the market. Also, three-fourths of the Ore-
gon cattle shipped to California are stockers and feeders, the prices of
which are not covered by San Francisco quotations. Recently reports
from Stockton and Visalia auctions have been started. These may
help fill the gap in California market information. The. weekly
Pacific and Western Meat Review also intermittently quotes Central
Valley and other country prices. Highlights from these reports are
summarized in the weekly review issued by the O.S.C. Extension
Se rvi ce.

California iriarkets, like the Portland market, fluctuate widely
from day to day and week to week, but they do not move in unison.
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California buyers in Oregon may sometimes pay $2 more than the
cattle would have brought if shipped to Portland. A fewd ays later
they may not buy at all. This indicates the need for up to the minute
California price information.

Unfortunately, there is no easy answer to these questions but
their importance is shown by the fact that more than one-half of our
eastern Oregon cattle are sold to California.

Is there anything that the Oregon cattle producers can do to
improve their cattle marketing? In answer to this question, the fol-
lowing suggestions are offered for consideration:
1 Get away from the idea of always selling at certain places or to

certain buyers. Oregon cattle buying is highly competitive and
growers had just as well take advantage of all the competition.

2 Learn the federal grading system both for live cattle and for car-
casses.

3 When cattle are intended for Portland, contact the commission
men well in advance.

4 Watch the local killers to know whether they are short or over-
supplied.

5 Study such California information as is available even though it
is inadequate.

6 VJatch auction prices where possible.
7 Through our state and national organizations exert pressure for

more complete market reports to include auctions and country
sales.

Marketing Oregon Hogs
In this study of the marketing of Oregon hogs, consideration

shall be given to: (1) relation of production to slaughter and con-
sumption; (2) various markets to which Oregon hogs are moved;
(3) competition from the Corn Belt; (4) market news service; and
(5) major marketing problems.

Oregon produces far fewer hogs than it slaughters. The deficit
is made up by bringing live hogs from the Corn Belt. These data,
however, do not show the full extent of the deficit since much of the
pork used in Oregon is slaughtered in the Midwest and shipped to
Oregon as dressed or cured pork.

Oregon's position is similar to that of California and Washing-
ton. Idaho often has a few surplus hogs since Idaho has no large
Cities but such surplus as Idaho may have does not go far in making
up the deficit of the other coast states.



Table 5. PRODUCTION AND SLAUGHER OF OREGON HOGS
Data in thousands of head

According to the estimates of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, these four statesWashington, Oregon, California, and
Idahoin 1950 produced 1,475,000 hogs. During the same year
they slaughtered 3,408,000 or 1,951,000 more than produced. This
excess slaughter was, of course, shipped in from the outside.

There are no adequate statistics on the per capita consumption
of pork in the four western states, but it has been frequently esti-
mated at 80 per cent of the national average. If this figure of 80
per cent is accepted, then the total consumption in these four states
in 1948 was 5,427,000 head or 1,919,000 more than the slaughter.
On the basis of this estimate, these four states shipped in the equiva-
lent of 1,919,000 head in dressed form, in addition to the 1,951,000
shipped in alive, making a total deficit of 3,870,000 head. These im-
ports both alive and dressed come from the Corn Belt since the in-
tervening states are also deficit areas. Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona, and Nevada have a combined annual deficit
of more than 500,000 head.

Oregon hog markets
The available statistics on the disposition of Oregon hogs are

given in Table 6. Only sales for slaughter or sales to go out of the
state are considered. Sales of feeder and weaner pigs or breeding
stock to farmers or feeders are not included.

Production and
slaughter 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics es-
timates of Oregon
production 245 288 281 267 254 267 317

Estniated Oregon
slaughter

Slaughtered on
farms 51 58 65 61 66 64 65

Slaughtered in Port-
land area 245 227 201 216 210 169 233

Other Oregon
slaughter 162 155 139 149 153 109 160

Total Oregon
slaughter 458 440 405 426 429 342 458

Excess of slaughter
over production 203 152 124 159 175 75 - 141

THE MARKETING OF OREGON LIVESTOCK 17
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Table 6. MOVEMENT OF OREGON Hocs TO SLAUGHTER
Data in thousands of head

The first two items in Table 6 should be quite accurate. The
figure for the number to Oregon killers other than through Portland
is a good figure for the actual kill but it includes a few thousand hogs
from outside of Oregon. The data for farm slaughter are carefully
prepared official estimates but obviously cannot be more than approxi-
mations. Price ceilings and other restrictions may have even tended
toward concealment of farm slaughter.

The number of Oregon hogs that go to idaho or to Washington
outside of the established and reported markets is not known. Avail-
able information indicates that this movement is between 15 and 30
thousand head annually. This, however, is the writer's estimate and
not an official estimate.

The data, with all of their imperfections, do give a good idea of
our major outlets. Since the big drop in hog production in 1945,
20 per cent of our Oregon hogs are slaughtered on the farms, an-
other 20 per cent go to the Portland stockyards, and 50 per cent to
Oregon killers other than through the Portland stockyards. This
leaves roughly 10 per cent to go to the adjoining states.

Since Oregon is short of hogs, any out-of-state movement would
seem unjustifiable. The movement, such as it is, is due mainly to
important killers whose killing operations happen to be just across
the line in California, Washington, or Idaho.

Killers outside of Portland are the major market for Oregon
hogs with only a relatively small surplus going to Portland since
1944. Most of this surplus going to Portland comes from Wallowa,
Union, and Baker counties. Most of our general farming counties

Movement 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

To Portland Stock-
yards less feeders
returned 50 74 60 53 42 51 208

To California other
than through Port-
land 4 6 4 3 2 5 33

To Oregon killers
other than through
Portland stock-
yards 132 126 144 151 157 123 158

Farm slaughter 51 58 65 61 66 64 65
To known Washing-

ton markets 14 11 12 11 6 7 21

Total of above 251 275 285 279 273 250 485
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have occasional surpluses, but they also have occasional shortages.
which they make up by shipments from Portland or from the Corn
Belt. The movement of hogs in western Oregon is not consistent
and sometimes local hogs are shipped to Portland when local killers
are buying Portland or eastern hogs.

Sales by Oregon producers to country (outside of Portland)
killers are usually made direct from producer to killer. The sales
may be made at the producer's farm, but usually at the plant of the
killer. Most of these killers maintain buyers at their own plants and
aim to buy all the hogs that come to them. They usually plan to buy
on the basis of a certain number of cents below the Portland top as,
for example, at Salem and 500 at Albany and Corvallis. How-
ever, if the producer wishes to know the price, he can telephone the
buyers before leaving home.

Some Oregon hogs go through the local auction rings, particu-
larly the larger auctions of eastern Oregon. The number of fat hogs
that go through the auctions is not large in proportion to the total
marketed, except for the area tributary to the Ontario and Enter-
prise auctions. The number of weaner pigs sold at these auctions is
usually much greater than the number of fat hogs.

In some cases, the auctions may be important as a price-making
factor, particularly when there are not enough hogs available to meet
the needs of local killers. Under those conditions hogs may bring
substantially more than Portland less the freight.

Hogs sold in Portland may be shipped by the producers, shipped
by speculators, or shipped by Cooperative Shipping Associations.
The latter are important in Wallowa and Union counties. Some may
be bought by Portland killers in the country and sent to the Portland
stockyards as "directs," that is, they are merely unloaded to the stock-
yards and delivered from there to the killer. The number so pur-
chased in recent years is small. The number of hogs now available
is not usually enough to justify sending buyers to the country.

The Portland stockyards reports do show a large number of
"directs," but these nearly all come from the Midwest. Since 1944,
Portland killers have obtained less than 25 per cent of their hogs
from Oregon. In 1944 and several earlier years, hog production in
Oregon was much larger than now and approximately half of our
production went to Portland.

Within 50 miles of Portland, most of the hogs taken to that
market are taken there by the producer in his own truck, pick-up, or
trailer.

About 20 per cent of all the hogs produced in Oregon are killed
on the farms. A few of these are sold dressed but for the most part
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these are used by the farmer himself or perhaps divided among
neighbors. The importance of this farm killing is shown by the fact
that the number so killed is about the same as that shipped to Port-
land. See Table 6.

Marketing by seasons
The flow of Oregon hogs to market is not the same every week

or every month. Table 7 shows the movement of Oregon hogs to
market for each month of each of the past four years. It will be
seen from the data that the movement is quite irregular and in recent
years may vary anywhere from 12,000 to 25,000 a month.

There is a slight seasonal trend in the marketing of hogs in Ore-
gon but it is not very marked or very dependable. As the table
shows, what happens one year may not happen the next.

The Portland market receives some Washington and Idaho hogs
and they come to market with somewhat the same irregularity as the
Oregon hogs.

Irregularity in the supply of hogs from the Northwest does not,
however, cause any inconvenience to the killers on the Pacific Coast
since they must in any case supplement the local supply by purchases
in the Corn Belt. These are nearly all bought at the point of origin
through some dealer or commission firm known to the Pacific Coast
buyer, and are therefore bought as needed.

Competition from Corn Belt dressed pork
Corn Belt hogs are shipped to the Pacific Coast dressed as well

as alive and have been a competitive factor for at least 40 years. The
time spent in transit is a little too long for fresh pork but not for

Table 7. MONTHLY MARKETING OF OREGON HOGS
Data in thousands of head

Farm slaughter not included

Month 1950 1949 1948 1947

January 25 24 18 22
February 23 19 15 13
March 27 24 14 16
April 18 21 21 20
May 21 20 22 18
June 20 21 15 16
July 14 17 15 21
August 23 20 16 13
September 19 21 17 16
October 12 21 20 23
November 21 25 23 23
December 22 26 25 20
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cured pork. The freight on fresh pork is also higher than on cured
pork. This westward movement of Corn Belt pork has therefore
been almost entirely cured rather than fresh. For many years, the
freight rates were such that the costs of shipping live hogs and cured
pork from the Corn Belt to the Pacific Coast were about the same.
In contrast, the cost of shipping cured pork from the Corn Belt to
the Atlantic Coast is much less than the cost of shipping live hogs.

In 1947, after many hearings before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the westbound freight rates on both fresh and cured
meats were reduced with relation to the freight on live hogs so that
it is now cheaper to ship cured pork from the Corn Belt to the Pacific
Coast than to ship the live hogs. Freight rates from some of the
more important shipping points are shown in Table 8. In comparing
these rates, allowance must be made for the differences in weight
between live hogs, the fresh carcass, and the cured product. Allow-
ance also must be made for shrinkage, death losses, and feed in
transit. In addition to differences in freight rates, the Corn Belt
packer has an added advantage in being able to send west only the
cuts in best. demand in the West, that is hams., picnics, and bacon.
Heavy cuts, lard, and byproducts find a better market in the East.

The economies of shipping cured pork from the Corn Belt do
not apply to the shipping of fresh pork. The freight rates on fresh
pork are higher than on cured pork and there is serious danger of
spoilage en route. As a result, very little fresh pork is shipped to
the Pacific Coast from the Corn Belt.

It cannot be assumed, therefore, that the difficulties of shipping
fresh pork from the Corn Belt to the Coast are insurmountable.

This cured pork comes in through three channels. One, Pacific
Coast killers may buy Corn Belt pork in carload lots in dry salt or
pickled form. This pork is then smoked and wrapped in the plant
of the Pacific Coast buyer and sold under his label. These firms may
also buy some frozen pork, but this frozen pork will be used for
sausage and other manufactured products rather than sold in the
fresh pork market.

The second channel is through the national packers such as
Swift or Armour who have their own killing plants in the Corn Belt.
There again the pork will be mostly shipped in salt or pickled form
with a small amount frozen. The final smoking and wrapping will
be done in the Pacific Coast plant.

The third channel is through "independent" packers in the Corn
Belt who have no Pacific Coast killing plants. These firms ship large
quantities of cured pork, mostly hams and bacon, to Pacific Coast
cities. This will be shipped in carload lots to such points as Portland

S
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Table 8. FREIGHT RATES ON LIVE ANIMALS, FRESH MEATS, AND
PACKING HOUSE PRODUCTS

Rates in dollars per 100 pounds1

Portland
and Seattle Spokane

Destination

San
Francisco

Los
Angeles

'As of November 1, 1951 but not inc uding transportation tax of 3 per cent.
2Austtn, Mtnnesota, is die location of Hormel and Co. The Interior" packers of

central Iowa such as Rail, at 'Waterloo and Morrell at Ottuniwa have similar rates to the
Coast cities.

'Fargo and Grand Island are the most westerly of the important hog shipping points
but a great many are shipped from the various central markets such as Sioux Falls, St. Paul,
and Omaha.

and Seattle and distributed from there by truck. Some of this pork
is sold to retailers by the packer's own sales force and some is dis-
tributed through wholesale grocery houses. The pork from these
independent packers is sold under the label of the Corn Belt packer.
Three independent Corn Belt packers who are especially active in
the Oregon area are Hormel, Morrell, and Rath. It should be noted
again that the business of these firms is so far limited to cured prod-
ucts. They do not ordinarily ship fresh pork to the Pacific Coast.
Hormel maintains a branch house in Seattle where smoking and final
finishing may be done.

With existing freight rates, these Corn Belt packers make rough
competition for the Pacific Coast packers within the field of cured
pork. On the other hand, they are handicapped in that they cannot
supply their retail outlets with fresh meat, either pork, beef, or lamb.

Fresh meats from:
Omaha, Nebraska
St. Paul, Minne-

sota
Austin, Minnesota2

242

242
262

242

242
262

242

267
262

242

267
262

Packing house prod-
ucts from

Omaha, Nebraska -- 202 202 202 202
St. Paul, Minne-

sota 202 202 222 222
Austin, Minnesota 218 218 218 218

Live animals from:
Omaha, Nebraska 164 141 160 153
St. Paul, Minne-

sota 150 131 176 176
Sioux Falls, South

Dakota 1.45 123 164 168
Fargo, North

Dakota3 142 118 170 179
Grand Island,

Nebraska3 151 130 148 150
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In light of the above, Pacific Coast packers are always anxious
to promote an increased production of local hogs which they would
expect to buy at less than the cost of shipping hogs from the Corn
Belt.

Adequacy of price reports
The market price reports on hogs from the Portland market are

easier to use than the reports for cattle and lambs. This difference
is not in the Market News Service itself, but in the fact that the bulk
of hogs going to market are gilts and barrows weighing approximately
200 pounds, and therefore pretty much of a standard class all over
the West. "Top prices," therefore, have a very wide significance
since so many of our hogs bring "top prices." Reports of prices of
"top hogs" from the auctions and from the local killers are also sig-
nificant whereas top prices of cattle or lamb are almost meaningless.

The Market News Reports from Portland, however, show only
what the Portland killers are paying for local hogs. They do not
show what these same killers are paying for Corn Belt hogs laid
down in Portland. The public often assumes that the price of local
hogs in Portland is the same as the cost of Corn Belt hogs delivere
there but this is rarely true. The average difference between the
Portland top and the Omaha top for 1949 was $1.35 as against an
average shipping cost of $2.25.

The Federal Market News Service reports not only Portland
but all of the leading markets of the United States. To Oregon
producers, Omaha is important since large numbers of hogs move
from Omaha to Oregon killers, both in Portland and in other west-
ern Oregon towns.

The Corn Belt hogs are not all bought in Omaha but Omaha
prices are a good guide to hog prices in the western edge of the Corn
Belt and Omaha prices are quoted in the Portland papers every day.
and frequently by other newspapers and by radio stations. Omaha
and other key hog markets are also quoted regularly in the noon
market news broadcast over KOAC.

In estimating the cost of Corn Belt hogs laid down in Portland,
allowance must be made for cost of shipping. The freight is $1.64
including tax. To this must be added feed, death losses, and shrink-
age which will average at least 60. On this basis there should be a
difference between Omaha and Portland of $2.25 per hundred
pounds, live weight.

It would appear, therefore, that the price of hogs in Oregon
should be Omaha plus the freight. The freight to nearly all Oregon
points is the same as to Portland. Oregon killers, however, are not
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going to pay Omaha plus the freight for local hogs unless forced to
do so. As long as they can, they will pay Portland less the freight
for local hogs in spite of the fact that their eastern hogs are costing
them more. This practice of buying local hogs in Portland less the
freight is a hard one to break down, although the auctions have
helped in some places. Producers should recognize, however, that
the present freight rate structure under which cured pork from the
Corn Belt may be shipped for less than the cost of shipping live hogs,
puts a squeeze on the western packer and may eventually force him
to limit his pork operations to fresh pork.

In the meantime, the farmer who knows both Omaha and Port-
land prices may do a little bargaining with his local killer or sell to
his local auction and often get more for his hogs than the standard
Portland less the freight.

In northeastern Oregon there are commonly enough hogs going
to Portland to keep local prices close to Portland less the freight
although there are times when local bidders will outbid Portland
and take them all. In eastern Oregon knowing hog prices is largely
a matter of knowing Portland prices but not overlooking the fact
That local or Washington killers might sometimes pay a little more.

In western Oregon the larger country killers cannot get enough
local hogs to meet their needs. They make up this shortage by buy-
ing in Portland or by buying at Omaha or other Corn Belt points.
As a result of this situation we sometimes have two or even three
prices for hogs: (1) the price for local hogs at Portland less the
freight, (2) the price of Portland hogs at Portland plus the freight,
(3) the price of Corn Belt hogs at Omaha plus the freight.

The number of slaughter hogs offered at our western Oregon
auctions has so far not been large but the prices are seldom less than
Portland less the freight and may be substantially higher when the
local killers are short and have to make up the deficit by shipping
from the Corn Belt. To this extent, the auctions are serving to break
the traditional price of Portland less the freight.

All of this indicates somewhat of a confused situation with rela-
tion to the prices of local hogs, and that is the case in many localities.
Just what the future will hold we do not know, but it would appear
that the time is just over when local killers in western Oregon can
buy hogs at Portland prices less the freight.

There has been some agitation for more of a bacon-type hog
and some research work is now under way to determine whether
Oregon consumers really prefer the leaner pork. Up to date, how-
ever, Oregon killers have not been very discriminating as to either
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type or quality provided the hogs were in reasonable condition and
of proper weights.

Since the cost of local hogs is nearly always less than the cost
of Corn Belt hogs, local killers are more concerned with the numbers
of Oregon hogs than with the type. In fact, some killers feel that
any agitation regarding grade or type might discourage growers and
thus reduce production.

Lamb Marketing
The marketing of lambs in Oregon involves the same basic

problem of surplus that is involved in the marketing of cattle. Table
9 shows us two notable facts; first, the slaughter of sheep and lambs
in Oregon outside of Portland is insignificant; second, more than
one-half of Oregon sheep and lambs must find a market outside of
the state.

Our table also shows us a consistent decline in the numbers
marketed. The decline in pi-oduction has been even greater since
we have been selling more than we produce in order to reduce
numbers.

This situation in Oregon, however, must be considered together
with that in other western states since these states are all a part of

Table 9. SHEEP AND LAMB MARKETING
Data in thousands of head

IN OREGON

Slaughter 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics es-
timates of the total
marketing for
slaughter or shipped
Out of the state 480 447 481 544 626 754 803

Estimated Oreqon
slaughter

Slaughtered on
farms 10 11 13 14 13 18 13

Slaughtered in Port-
land area 123 118 131 139 252 192 140

Other Oregon
slaughter 16 21 16 18 25 33 33

Total Oregon
slaughter 149 150 160 191 292 243 193

Number marketed in
excess of Oregon
slaugh ten 331 297 321 353 334 511 610
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the same trade territory and state lines are no barrier to the move-
men of sheep and lambs.

Table 10 shows us that all of the western states have a surplus
of sheep and lambs except California which has a very large deficit
that must be supplied by imports from other states. The actual mar-
ketings of sheep and lambs from these states have been greater than
the production during recent years when the numbers are being re-
duced. For 20 years Oregon has been marketing more than it has
produced with the result that the total number of sheep in the state
has been reduced to one-fourth of the former number.

Table 10. SHEEP AND LAMES
Production and slaughter in the western states, 1950

Net Production is the number of lambs saved less death losses of both sheep and
lambs.

This reduction in the number of sheep has released feed to care
for the increased number of cattle.

With the increasing population of the Pacific Coast, it seems
likely that the California deficit will increase and the Oregon surplus
decrease.

Table 11 is intended to show, as far as the data are available,
where our sheep and lambs go. Some explanation of the data, how-
ever, may be in order.

The shipments to the Portland stockyards include not only
"salable" sheep and lambs but the "directs" and "throughs" as re-
ported by the stockyards company. They do not include the thou-
sands of sheep and lambs received at the Portland stockyards from
other states.

The figures for California include all the Oregon sheep crossing
the California line into that state, except the shipments to California
from the Portland stockyards. These are excluded since they have

State
Net

production* S laughter Deficit Surplus

I
877

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Washington
Oregon
California

703
790
923
728
560
184
721
238
219
424

1,005

S

11

3
638

14
18

137

142
139

1,882

698
779
920

90
546
166
574
233

77
285



Table 11. MOVEMENT OF OREGON SHEEP AND LAMBS TO SLAUGHTER
OR OUT OF STATE

Data in thousands of head
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already been counted as shipments to Portland. The number shipped
from the Portland stockyards to California ranges from 4 to 10
thousand a year, and they may not all be Oregon sheep. Shipments
from the Portland stockyards to the State of 1vVashington are also
excluded since they were counted in the shipments to Portland. The
number going to Washington through the Portland stockyards is
larger than the number going (lirect.

"To country killers direct" includes the total slaughter outside
the Portland area, less a few slaughter sheep which these country
killers get from or through Portland.

The "other marketings" include all the marketings for which we
have no official statistical record. These "other marketings" include:
(1) shipments that go direct to Midwest feeders and killers without
passing through any public market; (2) feeder lambs, breeding ewes,
and ewe lambs to central Washington and southern Idaho; (3) scat-
tered shipments to states other than California; (4) slaughter sheep
and lambs to Kenton killers unloaded at the plant of the killers and
therefore not passing through the Portland stockyards. The total of
these four movements is known but there is no accurate record of
the numbers going in each of these various directions.

Movement 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944

To Portland stock-
yards 110 118 111 135 184 190 156

To California, other
than through Port-
land 160 143 175 171 187 229 215

To known Washing-
ton points other
than through Port-
land stockyards 9 13 19 26 41 20 13

To known markets
east of Ogden 25 34 56 44 60 52 106

Slaughtered on farms 10 11 13 14 15 15 15
To country killers di-

rect (Oregon) 24 20 13 17 23 27 36

Total of above 338 339 387 407 510 536 541
Total niarketings as

estimated by the
Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics 481 447 481 544 626 754 803

Other marketings 143 108 94 137 116 218 262
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The most important of these four movements in the past has
been that to the Midwest. The writer's estimate is that the number
going direct to these eastern killers and feeders was about 300,000 in
1944 but had been reduced to 100,000 by 1950. This change is the
result of a diminishing sheep population in the coast states paralleled
by rapid increase in the human population. Oregon sheep and lambs
move in three different directions : first is to Portland; second, to
California; and third, to the Midwest, leaving minor shipments to
Washington and Idaho. The percentage going in these directions is
changing. From 1944 to 1950, the percentage of our sheep and lamb
marketings to California increased from 27 per cent to 35 per cent.
During the same time the percentage going east decreased from 37
per cent to 20 per cent (writer's estimate).

Not only is California a large state with a growing population,
but the per capita consumption of lamb in California is nearly twice
the national average. The big cities of California are very heavy con-
sumers of lamb.

In 1950 the shipments of sheep and lambs into California from
the various other states were as follows: Arizona, 41,000; Colorado,
43,000; Idaho, 234,000; Montana, 72,000; Nevada, 128,000; New
Mexico, 48,000; Oregon, 168,000; Texas, 81,000; Utah, 256,000;
Washington, 21,000; Wyoming, 78,000; other states, 32,000; making
a total of 1,203,000. The movement in 1947, 1948, and 1949 was
similar to that of 1950. During all of these years, from 12 to 14 per
cent of the sheep and lambs shipped into California came from
Oregon.

Western Oregon lambs
The number of lambs moving in these various directions is not

the same for western Oregon as it is for eastern Oregon. Western
Oregon, unlike eastern Oregon, sends very few lambs to eastern
markets. Western Oregon lambs do not stand the long shipment
very well. Western Oregon also does not have the type of feeder
lambs and breeding ewes which are desired in central Washington
and southern Idaho. The two major outlets for western Oregon are,
therefore, California and Portland, bearing in mind that the Portland
stockyards supply lambs to western Washington as well as to Port-
land killers.

The division of the movement between Portland and California
varies greatly with the time of year. Western Oregon lambs are
nearly all grass lambs. A few of these are ready for market in May.
These will all go to Portland and the supply will not be nearly
enough to take care of Portland needs. California lambs are ready
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for market much earlier than Oregon lambs. California, therefore,
does not need Oregon lambs in May, in fact may have a surplus in
early May, some of which may be shipped to Portland and Seattle.

In June, western Oregon lambs come to market in great abun-
dance but still there is not usually any more than Portland can use.
The California early lamb crop will be gone by early June, and the
California markets would like to have some Oregon lambs at this time
but Oregon does not usually have enough to justify any large ship-
ments to California in June, except from Douglas County. Douglas
County lambs are the earliest of the western Oregon lambs and some
shipments to California may be made the last of May. Other parts
of western Oregon ship very few lambs to California in June but
during July and August the movement of western Oregon lambs to
California is heavy, although Portland still gets about one-half of
them.

California is short of lambs during these summer months and
will accept lambs for slaughter that are not as fat as they should be.
The lambs fattened on California Ladino pasture come in at this time
and are extra good but so far there are not enough of them to fill the
demand.

On account of distance and freight costs, lambs from the south-
ern part of western Oregon tend to go to California while those in
the northern part tend to go to Portland. The lambs north of Al-
bany nearly all go to Portland. Those from Curry County nearly all
go to California. In between the movement is divided. A sample
survey shows that more than 80 per cent of the lambs from Wash-
ington, Yamhill, and Clackamas counties were shipped direct to
Portland by the producers. In Polk, Benton, and Linn counties, one-
fourth were shipped direct to Portland, and in Douglas County less
than 15 per cent. Most of the shipments to Portland are made by
the producers themselves and in many cases delivery is made by the
growers' own truck, trailer, or pick-up.

The shipments to California are in part made by the growers
and in part by speculators. The distance to California is such that
growers cannot afford to ship less than a full truck load. Shipments
made by the growers are largely sent to the San Francisco stockyards.
Coos and Curry County growers ship a good many to San Francisco
but Douglas County growers sell nearly all of their lambs at home to
speculators

This movement of western Oregon lambs to California is largely
a July and August movement, although shipments are scattered
through the fall months.
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Eastern Oregon lambs
Eastern Oregon sends some lambs to Portland, but Portland is

not a large market for eastern Oregon lambs and especially in the
past few years. These eastern Oregon lambs coming to Portland
are scattered through the year. Some will come directly off the
ranches, some off of fall meadow pasture in October, November,
and December, and a few will come from the winter feed lots in
January, February, and March. During the late winter and early
spring, however, Oregon does not send nearly enough lambs to
Portland to supply the Portland killers to say nothing of the demand
from western Washington. During this season, Portland must re-
ceive large numbers of winter fed lambs from central Washington
and southern Idaho.

Until recently the largest outlet for eastern Oregon lambs has
been with the Midwest. With the decreased production in eastern
Oregon combined with the increasing population of the Pacific Coast,
however, the shipments to midwestern markets have been declining
at a very rapid rate until they are now about the same as the Cali-
fornia shipments.

The division of the eastern Oregon lamb marketing between
California and the Midwest depends to a considerable degree on
transportation. Comparing Lakeview and Baker, for example, Lake-
view lambs can be shipped to San Francisco at much less expense
and in much less time than from Baker. On the other hand, lambs
can be shipped from Baker to Omaha for less expense and less time
than from Lakeview. California buyers, therefore, tend to more or
less monopolize the trade in central and southeastern Oregon while
the lambs in the northern part of eastern Oregon, particularly those
tributary to the Union Pacific Railroad, tend to go east rather than
to California.

There is, however, a considerable overlap in this trade, espe-
cially with the increased movement to California by means of trucks.
The railroad route to California from northeastern Oregon is very
round about. On the other hand, the truck routes are quite direct
and much faster than by railroad.

It has been mentioned that the movement of western Oregon
lambs to California takes place largely in July and August. The
movement from eastern Oregon may begin in July, but it is most im-
portant through August, September, and October. California has
very few lambs of its own at that period and the western Oregon
lambs are pretty well out of the way. The lambs which go from
eastern Oregon to California in these months are partly feeders and
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partly fat lambs. In many cases, however, the fat lambs and feeders
are not separated until they reach some California destination

For the past five years, the California Crop and Livestock Re-
porting Service has reported 43 per cent of the sheep and lambs
moving from Oregon into California as being for "immediate slaugh-
ter." The remainder, therefore, would be classed as stockers and
feeders except that some fat lambs might be soretd out in California
and sent to the killers in which case they would probably be listed
on the state records as California lambs.

The percentage of western Oregon lambs that go as feeders is
quite small, not because they are all fat but because they are not liked
as feeders. The percentage of feeders and stockers from eastern
Oregon, therefore, must be above 50 per cent.

Central Washington and southern Idaho winter fatten large
numbers of lambs and there is usually a substantial movement of
Oregon feeder lambs into these two areas. There also has been a
substantial demand for ewe lambs and yearling ewes suitable for
breeding purposes in these two areas. This has been particularly
true of cross-bred lambsthat is, lambs out of fine-wooled ewes
and sired by long-wooled rams.

Our statistics indicate that Washington is about self-supporting
in sheep production. Actually, however, Washington ships in large
numbers of grass lambs during the summer months. These include
not only grass lambs from eastern Oregon, but many western Oregon
grass lambs through the Portland stockyards. Central Washington
buys many feeder lambs from eastern Oregon. On the other hand,
the winter feed lots of central Washington produce far more winter
fed lambs than Washington needs with the result that many of these
lambs are shipped to other areas, including Portland, California,
and the Midwest.

A few eastern Oregon producers ship their own sheep and
lambs to the terminal markets, such as San Francisco, Denver, or
Omaha. The great bulk, however, are sold on the ranches to country
buyers who may be speculators, order buyers, or direct representa-
tives of the larger killers. More than half of the sheep and lambs
moving from eastern Oregon to Midwest feeders and killers and
more than three-fourths of those to California never pass through
any public market. On the other hand, most of those that go to
Portland killers pass through the Portland stockyards even though
they have been bought in the country.

The number of sheep and lambs sold through auctions is rela-
tively small in all parts of the state. Auction managements in Oregon
so far have shown little interest in lambs, although there would seem
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to be some possibilities in the marketing of lambs by auction, espe-
cially in western Oregon. The successful auctioning of lambs, how-
ever, will require much larger consignments than are now common
if packer buyers are to patronize the auctions to any considerable
degree. Such information as we have indicates that if packer buyers
are to be attracted, a western Oregon lamb auction should have at
least 500 head and an eastern Oregon auction two or three times
that many.

The large number of lambs handled by the Idaho Falls auction
indicates that the large scale auctioning of range lambs is not im-
possible in areas where buyers come in from different directions.

Seasonal trends in Oregon sheep and lamb marketing
Oregon lambs are mostly grass lambs and must go to market

when ready; that is, during the summer and fall months. The flow
to market, therefore, is highly seasonal. In Table 12 we show a few
of the statistics that seem to have a bearing on the situation. Since
the past five years have been reasonably steady, monthly averages
for those years are shown. We note first that while the Oregon
slaughter tends to run heavier in May, June, and July than in the
other months, there is little relationship between the Oregon slaugh-
ter and the way the Oregon sheepmen market their sheep and lambs.
This is made possible by the fact that Oregon is not isolated but is a
part of a much larger trade territory in which the production sched-
ule is not always the same as in Oregon. Our own shipments to

Table 12. MONTHLY MOVEMENTS OF OREGON SHEEP AND LAMBS
Data in thousands of head

Data are averages for the years 1946-1950 inclusive

Month
Oregon

slaughter

Portland
receipts

from
Oregon

Portland
receipts

from other
states

Oregon
sheep to

California

January 12 6 4 10
February 12 4 7 7
March 14 4 8 3
April 13 3 10 1

May 16 10 7 2
June 18 17 2 7
July 20 22 3 25
August 15 19 2 44
September 14 14 3 37
October 15 12 5 14
November 13 13 3 13
December 13 7 6 11

Year 176 132 61 174
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Portland are heavy in the summer months but very light in March
and April. On the other hand, Portland's receipts from other states
tend to even this up. Portland receives the largest number from
other states in these spring months when the Oregon supply is low.
These out-of-state receipts will be largely feed lot lambs from Wash-
ington and Idaho.

Oregon markets her big runs in July, August, and September
with substantial shipments on into January but we do not go to Port-
land with these big runs. They are sent to California and east. Our
table does not include shipments to eastern points since our available
data are incomplete. It is known, however, that the movement east
out of Oregon is a May to October movement with the peak in
August and September.

It is very fortunate for Oregon that she has these markets to
which she can send her sheep and lambs during the rush season,
otherwise Oregon sheepmen would have to make some very radical
readjustments in their production program. It has been noted al-
ready that the California market is a large one and that Oregon nor-
rnally supplies only 10 to 12 per cent of the sheep and lambs shipped
into California, except in July and August when Oregon may fur-
nish a much larger part of the California demand.

Any possible pressure on the California market during the late
summer and fall is in part relieved by the fact that about half of our
Oregon lambs are feeders. These of course do not reach the killers
until winter. It has been pointed out that California lambs come to
market much earlier in the year than Oregon lambs so there is little
competition from that source.

The eastern market is so large that thus far sales have been
made without trouble in the summer and early fall months. Ship-
ments east, however, are declining and as time goes on we will be
dependent more and more on our Pacific Coast markets. When that
time comes we may be obliged to market fewer sheep and lambs dur-
ing August and September and more during the late winter and
early spring months. This, of course, means winter fattening. This
will apply not only to Oregon but to the western region as a whole.
In fact this winter feeding may possibly develop faster in other
areas than in Oregon, particularly the surplus alfalfa areas such as
southern Idaho and central Washington. There are, however, areas
in Oregon, particularly Klamath, Deschutes, and Malheur counties,
in which a large winter fattening industry would not only be possible
but would fit well into the agriculture of the area and provide needed
diversification to a cropping program which is now running strongly
to continuous row crops.
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Market News Service
The market news for sheep and lambs is very similar to that

provided for hogs and cattle and is available in the same markets.
West of Ogden, the markets with a federal news reporting service
are Spokane, Portland, San Francisco, Stockton, and Los Angeles.
Of these five markets, the reports from Spokane and Los Angeles are
of no value to Oregon sheep producers. Spokane is out of Oregon
territory and the number of lambs sold there is very small. The same
is true of the Los Angeles stockyards. More than a million lambs are
slaughtered in the Los Angeles area every year, but in 1948 only
18,000 were sold at the Los Angeles stockyards.

The market reports from San Francisco and Portland are very
much more useful. In 1949, 259,000 sheep and lambs were sold on
the San Francisco stockyards market. The reports of the Federal
Market News Service were based on the prices of this 259,000. It
should be noted that this figure is for sheep and lambs actually sold
and does not include an additional 147,000 "directs" and "throughs"
which were not sold on the open market. Since about one million
sheep and lambs are slaughtered in the San Francisco area each year,
the market reports therefore covered about one-fourth of the total.
This would give a pretty good picture of the market as a whole. The
San Francisco reports are especially important to western Oregon
since a substantial percentage of our western Oregon lambs go to
that market, especially in July and August. Stockton prices on
feeder lambs should be something of a guide for feeder lambs from
the range areas of Oregon.

In 1950, 79,000 sheep and lambs were sold on the Portland
market and prices reported by the Federal Market News Service.
This figure, again, is for sheep and lambs actually sold on the market
and does not include 67,000 "directs" and "throughs" which are not
sold on the market and therefore not reported by the market news
service. The figures for earlier years are similar that is, a little
more than 50 per cent of the sheep and lambs arriving on the Port-
land market are sold there and the prices reported by the Federal
Market News Service. This per cent should give a pretty good pic-
ture of actual prices in the Portland area.

Portland price quotations are, however, more useful to western
Oregon than to eastern Oregon since nearly all of the western Ore-
gon lambs used in Portland are actually sold there. Portland quota-
tions are therefore quite adequate for western Oregon especially
during the heavy months, June, July, and August.

The major difficulty in interpreting lamb quotations for western
Oregon lies in the fact that western Oregon lambs are so often sold
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unsorted. Culls to choice go through all in one bunch. Prices on
such lots have little meaning. Sometimes the number of sorted lots
sold is so small that the market reporter is forced to estimate prices
by grades.

In eastern Oregon more than half of the sheep and lambs never
reach either the Portland or San Francisco stockyards and we have
no market reports covering these sales. Most of the lambs that go
east are bought direct from the Oregon producers by speculators and
what they finally bring in the east is not known. Only about one-
third of these east-bound sheep appear in eastern markets where
prices are reported and they are scattered through all of the markets
from Denver to Chicago.

If the relationships between the prices in Portland, California,
and east were at all constant the problem would be easier, but they
are not constant. One week California is higher, another week
Portland, and another week, east. This is true even in the heavy
buying season. It is true that the Federal Market News Service does
occasionally report "contract" and "country" sales. So far, however,
these reports are collected by one man working only part time and
endeavoring to cover 12 western states. If one man devoted his
entire time to country sales in Oregon alone, he would be hurried to
cover the situation. On the whole, therefore, our price reports for
eastern Oregon lambs are inadaquate except for Ontario.

Marketing problems
As with other kinds of livestock the major problem of the sheep-

man is to know what his stock is worth especially when he does not
feel it wise to ship to a public market such as Portland or San Fran-
cisco. In western Oregon it would seem wise to ship to Portland
except during the summer when he may ship to San Francisco. Be-
tween Portland and San Francisco, during the summer run, there is
little difference in the average net although there are weeks when
one or the other is better. Obviously our sheepmen cannot all ship
to one of these markets since to do so would destroy the balance
between them. Portland, for example, must have some of our lambs
but cannot handle them all during the rush season.

Of course many western Oregon lambs are sold at home, but
they nearly all finally reach either Portland or San Francisco. There
would therefore seem to be little reason why the western Oregon
grower should not ship them himself.

In eastern Oregon the problem is different and more difficult
since our eastern Oregon lambs cannot all go to Portland and San
Francisco. Of those that go to California many go to feed lots and
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some to Los Angeles. Those that go east go to many different
places. Some go to eastern stockyards markets but many go direct
to killers and to feeders.

Unless and until we have some Market News Service dealing
with country prices in eastern Oregon, eastern Oregon sheepmen
will continue to have difficulty in knowing the value of their sheep
and lambs.

Western Oregon lambs do not have the best reputation, yet we
know that western Oregon markets thousands of fine lambs. Un-
fortunately these good lambs are too often mixed in with lambs that
are not fat or that are too young or too big or too old. The practice
of marketing an entire lamb crop in one lot makes it impossible to
avoid this mixing of good and bad. The remedy for this is, of
course, sorting. This involves extra work and it involves some judg-
ment as to how to sort but until it is done, western Oregon lambs
will be penalized and the good lambs will not bring what they should.

The average western Oregon sheep raiser is not too familiar
with the sorting of lambs for slaughter. Many, in fact, have never
seen their lambs sorted by a competent grader. The spring lamb
shows now common in western Oregon are giving him opportunity
to see lambs sorted by experts and to learn the reasons for the sort.

Sorting alone will not do the job. Some of our tail-end lambs
never get fat as they are now handled. They come late and pastures
get dry. The lambs may grow but they get thinner instead of fatter.
It is possible, however, to fatten a lot more of them than we are now
doing. Since the question depends so much on local conditions we
will merely refer it to the county agent or to the more successful
sheepmen. In any case, however, the first step is to sort the lambs
and find out how many are not ready for market.

If the fattening of lambs on Ladino pasture in California should
increase a great deal, the outlet for the poorer grades of western
Oregon lambs will become worse since the Ladino fattened lambs
from central California are good and they come at the same time as
western Oregon lambs. The Ladino lambs are not only good but
they are well sorted. They are generally shorn before being put on
Ladino and they are in large lots on small pastures. It is then a
simple matter to run them through a dodge chute and separate out
a truckload of tops and have the truck rolling shortly after daylight.
These lambs will then reach the killers around noon. The supply of
these good Ladino lambs is so far not equal to the demand. In the
meantime, it seems safe to say that California killers are killing
many thin western Oregon lambs that they would not kill if enough
better lambs were available. Portland killers also kill many thin
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lambs that they would rather not buy. They do buy them partly
because they are mixed in with the better lambs and partly because
they get them very cheap.

These thin lambs from western Oregon do not have a good
reputation as feeders. The California Ladino pasture feeders do not
use them in spite of the fact that they are about the right size, come
at the right time of the year, and can be bought cheap.

Improved forage plants and grasses and new preventives for
internal parasites also offer opportunities that should receive careful
study by every producer.

Freight Rates
Table 13 shows some of the more significant freight rates on

livestock in the western area.
In their buying operations, the buyers consider not only the

freight rates which they must pay, but the rates which their com-
petitors from other areas must pay. San Francisco prices of cattle
and lambs are usually a little higher than Portland, especially during
the fall months when Oregon is marketing heavily. San Francisco
can therefore pay a little more freight than Portland, but San Fran-
cisco buyers are usually able to keep this difference in freight rates
below per hundred and much of the time below 25.

Table 13. CARLOT LIVESTOCK SHIPMENTS, CATTLE S. D. AND FlOGS
AND SHEEP D. D.1

Rates in cents per 100 pounds

'As of November 1, 1951, hut not including a transportation tax of 3 per cent,

Between and
Port-
land Seattle

San
Fran-
cisco

Los
Angeles Omaha Chicago

Baker, Oregon 59 67 103 130 137 170
Bend, Oregon 52 64 77 102 162 185

Burns, Oregon 79 118 135
Enterprise, Oregon .. 60 69 105 131 147 181

Klamath Falls, Ore-
gon 58 71 63 91

Lakeview, Oregon 76 98

Ontario, Oregon 67 76 106 123 1261 1591

Pendleton, Oregon 50 56 96 121 148 169
CaIdwell, Idaho 70 77 105 121 130 164
Pocatello, Idaho 90 96 97 103 111 145
Twin Falls, Idaho 86 91 89 111
Ogden, Utah 98 103 92 96 110 143

Portland, Oregon 43 89 112 164 185

Omaha, Nebraska 164 164 160 153 65
Denver, Colorado 143 143 135 123 71 102
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A glance at the rates will show that San Francisco can get most
of the cattle and lambs from such places as Kiamath Falls and
southern Idaho on a differential of not over 25Ø, but if they buy in
Baker they must pay 44 more freight besides more shrink and
more feed in transit. San Francisco does buy some in the Baker
area, but they prefer to stay farther from Portland territory.

Los Angeles must pay substantially more freight than San Fran-
cisco from Oregon points, but the rates are the same from Ogden
and from most points north and east of Ogden. Los Angeles buyers,
therefore, seldom come into Oregon, but try to buy where they can
meet San Francisco competition on the basis of equal freight rates.

In all of these comparisons, time in transit with consequent
shrinkage and feed costs is almost as important as the rate. For this
reason, an increasing number of livestock are moving from eastern
Oregon to San Francisco by truck, even where the rates per hundred
pounds are higher. Of course from the Blue Mountain area and the
Columbia Basin, the truck route is much shorter than the rail route.

Another important factor is that trucks move the animals direct
from the ranch whereas railroad consignments must be trucked or
driven from the ranch to the railroad which means cost and shrink-
age in addition to that on the railroad. Improved highways have not
only made it easier to move livestock by truck, but at the same time
have made it more and more difficult to drive livestock into town
on foot.

The railroads grant the privilege of "trying the market" to most
of our stockyards markets. This means that the animals may be
billed to one of these markets, but after arrival may be rebilled on
to a more distant market by merely paying the difference in the two
through rates from the point of origin.

For example, the rate from Baker to Portland is 59 and to
Seattle 67. Baker livestock arriving in Portland may, therefore, be
sent on to Seattle, paying the difference or 80. On the other hand,
the regular local rate between Portland and Seattle is 430. Under
these conditions Seattle buyers in Portland can pay a little more for
animals shipped by railroad from eastern Oregon or southern Idaho.

In the same manner, animals arriving in Portland from Baker
and other Blue Mountain points may be sent on to San Francisco by
paying the difference in the two through rates. Actually, however,
the movement from Portland to California is very small since most
of the Oregon livestock going to California do not pass through
Portland.

For more complete data on rates see Oregon Agricultural Ex-
periment Station Bulletin 496, "Transportation Rates on Livestock
and Meat Products in Western States."
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Cooperative Marketing of Livestock

All of the various functions of livestock marketing may be
handled through cooperativesthat is, corporations owned and oper-
ated by producers. Actually, however, cooperation in the field of
livestock marketing has been rather limited, especially in Oregon.

Of the various functions, shipping has been most often handled
cooperatively. There are at present two active cooperative livestock
shipping associations in Oregon, one in Wallowa County and one
in Union Co.unty. There are others that are active part of the time.
The two organizations mentioned have been quite successful, and
have rendered a useful service to their communities over a consid-
erable period of years.

If we can judge by the experience of the Midwest in the field of
cooperative shipping associations, very few localities in Oregon ship
enough livestock to Portland to support a shipping association. Dur-
ing recent years, the number of livestock that might be shipped to
Portland through a cooperative shipping association has been reduced
by several factors: increased selling to killers outside of Portland,
increased shipping by producers in their own trucks, increased selling
through auctions, and reduced production of hogs.

Cooperative commission firms are important on all of the larger
midwest stockyards markets. There are cooperative commission
firms on the markets at Ogden, Salt Lake, Los Angeles, Stockton,
San Francisco, and Spokane, but none at Portland or Seattle. The
cooperative at Stockton is doing some direct sellingthat is, selling
direct to killers rather than through the stockyards. It does some
order buying. Ordinarily, however, these cooperative commission
firms operate just as any other commission firm, the only difference
being that they are owned by producers.

None of the stockyards of the United States are owned co-
operatively.

There are no cooperative auctions in the Northwest, but there
are a few in California and the Virginias. The California auctions
started with hogs but now handle mostly cattle. The Virginia auc-
tions handle mostly lambs.

A cooperative slaughter plant was established at Clackamas,
Oregon, in 1949, but it is not now in operation. Cooperative slaugh-
ter plants have never been of significance in the United States.


